Lornshill Academy
S3 Home Learning – w/b 11th May 2020
Here is a brief overview of the learning available for pupils. Detailed instructions for these tasks is available in Google Classrooms or Microsoft Teams
Languages - @LornshillLang

Social Subjects - @LornshillSocSub

Enterprise - @LornshillEnt

English - Your class will focus on one of the following:
Comparing and contrasting skills/introduction to a
text. Artemis Fowel: Film trailer Listening Task
Grammar Activity 2 - Verb forms - regular and
irregular.
French - Continuing with new technologies and
adverbs of frequency.
Starting on 'TV'.

Geography working on map skills with the focus
being on 6 figure grid references
History investigating the different parts of the
Triangular Trade
Modern Studies definition of pressure groups and
differences between the types of groups
RME introduction to morality and exploring this
through different scenario based activities

Business Topic = Goods and Services. Listen to the
pre-recording posted by your class teacher and
complete the tasks which follow.
Admin Using ICT to recognise and give examples of
your own personal digital footprint.
Computing Looking at Peripherals computer
systems. Info and tasks available in Google Classroom.
Hospitality Watch the Eatwell video and create an
Eatwell poster.

Science - @LornshillSci

Maths - @LornshillMaths

Creative Arts - @LornshillCA

Mrs Sinclair, Mrs Rosbotham and Mrs Pratt's class
are going to be finishing off the volume topic with a 2
lesson recap. We are then moving on to statistics
starting with Mean, Median, Mode and Range.
Mr Blackhall and Mrs Caldwell's class are working on
solving equations.
Mrs Young's and Mrs Warnock's class will be working
on money.

Art and Design: Design Studies Peter Chang & Rene
Laliq e F nc ion Tr e and False Task
Animation NPA: History of Animation Watch the short
film clip and answer questions
Music - Create a short piece of music using Song
Maker on Chrome Lab and then review your process
by answering some questions on it. A link and further
information can be found on the S3 Google
Classroom.

Technologies - @Lornshilldt

PE - @LornshillPE

Learning Centre - @LornshillLC

S3 Design & Man: A task focussing on members of the
Design Team.
Eng Sci: Systems and sub-system diagrams.
Graph Comm: Othographic Projection Sketching 3d
objects using 2d techniques.
Pract Woodwork: Materials - Read through the
materials PowerPoint and complete the questions
that follow it.

This week our learning focuses on Mental Wellbeing.
In your google classroom are resources around what
Mental well being is and ideas of how we can all look
after it. There is also a short video from PE staff
around this topic. Your task is to complete the
Wellbeing log book for the week including activities
and reflections. Full details on google classroom.

Biology - Ecosystems - Factors which affect diversity.
Chemistry - Rates of reaction and collision theory.
Physics - Waves properties and speed, distance, time
calculations.

All pupils working with the Learning Centre
should continue to access Google classrooms for
updates and support from staff.

